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Abstract

Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) has been shown to be useful for many downstream tasks. In this work, we explore the use of AMR for legal and logical reasoning. Specifically, we investigate if AMR can help capture logical relationships on multiple choice question answering (MCQA) tasks. We propose neural architectures that utilize linearised AMR graphs in combination with pre-trained language models. While these models are not able to outperform text-only baselines, they correctly solve different instances than the text models, suggesting complementary abilities. Error analysis further reveals that AMR parsing quality is the most prominent challenge, especially regarding inputs with multiple sentences. We conduct a theoretical analysis of how logical relations are represented in AMR and conclude it might be helpful in some logical statements but not for others.¹

1 Introduction

Legal NLP has become a highly researched topic in recent times because of its many real-world applications (Zhong et al., 2020). The field has been concerned with developing tools to help legal practitioners with time-consuming and repetitive tasks such as finding similar court cases. Many of these tasks require reading huge amounts of legal documents, which can take a long time and therefore benefit from automation. Legal NLP aims to build systems that can help legal experts as well as people without legal knowledge. Examples of this could be a QA system that allows consumers to ask questions about their data privacy rights or a system that can tell citizens if they are eligible for a certain social service program by stating their case.

¹Code and models are available on https://github.com/nschrack/fusion.

Regardless of the task, a system needs to be able to capture the semantics of the relevant legal documents. This can be done implicitly by using the text directly, or explicitly with semantic representation frameworks. Semantic parsing is the process of converting natural text into a graph-structured representation of sentence meaning (Abend and Rappoport, 2017; Žabokrtský et al., 2020). The idea is to utilise the semantic graphs instead of or in addition to the textual input, which allows the system to better encode the document semantics.

Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR; Banarescu et al., 2013) represents the semantics of a sentence as a rooted, directed acyclic graph, where nodes represent concepts and edges encode relations. The advances in AMR parsing have been significant in recent years (Bevilacqua et al., 2021; Bai et al., 2022), with state-of-the-art (SOTA) AMR parsers achieving Smatch scores (Cai and Knight, 2013) higher than 84 on the latest AMR 3.0 dataset (Knight et al., 2021).² This creates the possibility of using AMR for downstream tasks including Commonsense Reasoning (Lim et al., 2020), Information Extraction (Zhang and Ji, 2021) and Question Answering (Kapanipathi et al., 2021).

Contributions. This paper investigates whether AMR can help legal and logical reasoning on MCQA tasks. Specifically, we investigate if AMR can help capture logical relationships, since understanding the logic in law is a major challenge in legal NLP and AMR facilitates the representation of some logical structure in sentences. Different models utilising AMR are tested and compared with text-only baseline systems on a MCQA task targeting logical reasoning. Lastly, we provide an error analysis to identify issues with the proposed

²https://paperswithcode.com/sota/amr-parsing-on-ldc2020t02
Figure 1: Fusion model (§4.4) using both AMR and text input. Concatenated PLMs representations are input to the prediction head. For text, we use LegalBERT_BASE for CaseHOLD and BERT_BASE for LogiQA.

architectures, concluding that AMR parsing quality is a major bottleneck.

2 Logical Relations in AMR

To reason about whether AMR can help capture logic in law, consider quantifiers, negation, conjunction, disjunction, implication and equivalence—logical operators used in propositional logic (Hurley, 2014). Some logical statements and their corresponding logical connectives are represented consistently in AMR, regardless of the specific English expression (surface form). This includes conditional statements with if, unless and in case of, etc., represented using the :condition role. The core concept of the consequence is the root node and the antecedent has the role :condition. For example, “no major traffic accidents will occur if the highway is not closed” is represented as:

(a / accident
 :polarity -
 :mod (t / traffic)
 :ARG1-of (n / major-02)
 :condition (c / close-01
 :polarity -
 :ARG1 (h / highway)))

In this case “no major accident will occur” is the consequence and “the highway is not closed” is the antecedent. Negation is represented in a logical sense with the :polarity role. Furthermore, AMR aims to represent the semantics of a sentence independently of syntax, meaning that the same graph corresponds to multiple sentences. The AMR would not change if the consequence and antecedent were reversed, i.e., “if the highway is not closed, no major traffic accidents will occur.”

In other cases the representation is closer to the surface form. For example, the and concept is used to represent both conjunctive statements and conjunction of entities and therefore does not always represent logical conjunction. It uses the :opN roles for the operands. The sentence “all musicians are capable of reading music and some musicians are capable of improvising” is represented as:

(a / and
 :op1 (c / capable-01
 :ARG1 (m / musician
 :mod (a1 / all))
 :ARG2 (r / read-01
 :ARG0 m
 :ARG1 (m1 / music)))
 :op2 (c2 / capable-01
 :ARG1 (m3 / musician
 :quant (s / some))
 :ARG2 (i / improvise-01
 :ARG0 m3)))

Besides conjunction between statements, and can represent a list. “Ms.Cai, Ms.Zhu and Ms.Sun are newly recruited by a school” is represented as:

(r / recruit-01
 :ARG0 (s / school)
 :ARG1 (a / and
 :op1 (p / person
 :name (n / name
 :op1 "Ms.Cai"))
 :op2 (p1 / person
 :name (n1 / name
 :op1 "Ms.Zhu"))
 :op3 (p2 / person
 :name (n2 / name
 :op1 "Ms.Sun")))
 :ARG1-of (n3 / new-01))

The and concept does not always represent a conjunctive statement, similar to how and in a sentence is not only used to connect two statements. This holds also for disjunctive statements and or.

Other conjunction words, such as moreover, use different roles or concepts. The conjunctions but and however are represented by the concepts contrast-01 or instead-of-91 or the role :concession-of. This is an example of how, besides logical relationships, certain AMR concepts and roles correspond to discourse connectives.
To conclude, AMR helps capture some logical statements but not others.  

3 Related Work

Song et al. (2019) incorporated structured semantic information from AMRs for Machine Translation. They use a graph recurrent network (GRN) to encode AMRs and a sequential LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) to encode the source input text. For the decoder model, they use a doubly attentive LSTM architecture, taking both the graph and text encoding as attention memory. They show on an English-to-German translation task that using AMR as complementary to the source text input improves performance.

There have been attempts of using linearised AMRs with Pretrained Language Models (PLM). For example, Mager et al. (2020) fine-tuned a Transformer language model with linearised AMR graphs for the AMR-to-text task. Various methods for graph linearisation and simplifications have been tried such as depth-first traversal through the graph (Konstas et al., 2017). Linearised AMRs have also been used in combination with CNNs (Viet et al., 2017) and Phrase-Based models (Pourdamghani et al., 2016).

The introduction of large PLMs such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) has led to new SOTA performance in many NLP domains in recent years. In the legal domain, using domain-specific PLMs for simpler tasks such as text classification has only shown small improvements (Clavié and Alphonse, 2021; Chalkidis et al., 2020). However, bigger gains were achieved for more complex tasks (Zheng et al., 2021). Other efforts have addressed the issue that legal documents are oftentimes much longer than the input size of standard Transformer models such as BERT. PLMs for long sequences such as Longformer (Beltagy et al., 2020) have shown to be beneficial for such tasks (Xiao et al., 2021; Limsopatham, 2021). To the best of our knowledge, no one has tried to leverage structured semantic information for a reading comprehension task in the legal domain.

Similar to the legal domain, large PLMs such as BERT have struggled with reading comprehension tasks that require logical reasoning (Yu et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020). Huang et al. (2021) proposed a QA model which constructs logical graphs from a set of elementary discourse units (EDUs), where the edges are discourse relations. Li et al. (2022) improved this method by introducing logical relations mapped from rhetorical relations using Graphene (Cetto et al., 2018). In our work, we try to use AMR graphs to capture logical relations.

Other work has explored the use of AMR for MCQA tasks. Xu et al. utilise AMR graphs to fuse semantic concepts between the hypothesis and retrieved evidence facts to find reasoning chains (Xu et al., 2021a) and create active fact-level connection graphs (Xu et al., 2021b) for multi-hop Science Question Answering. The reasoning chains/connection graphs are used to select relevant facts and to guide the reasoning process. In comparison, we use AMR graphs from the context and answer directly with a pre-trained AMR language model to extract embeddings.

Motivated by a similar research question, Glavaš and Vulić (2021) investigated whether supervised syntactic parsing is beneficial for natural language understanding (NLU) tasks. Rather than meaning representation, they focused on syntactic representation with Universal Dependencies (de Marneffe et al., 2021) and their methodology is different from ours in that they use fine-tuning on parsing (with a biaffine decoder) as a way to infuse the symbolic representation into the model, whereas we incorporate linearised AMR graphs directly into the architecture. Furthermore, we focus on specific NLU tasks that require logical or legal reasoning. Nevertheless, we reach a similar conclusion, namely that explicit symbolic representation provides negligible impact, if any.

4 AMR for MCQA

In MCQA, each instance consists of a context paragraph, a question and several answer options, among which only one is correct. A model is evaluated by accuracy, that is, frequency of selecting the correct answer. We propose a system for MCQA by utilising semantic encoding with AMR, to hopefully better capture semantics than a text-only system. Our system is composed of an AMR parser for converting the source text into AMR graphs, an encoding component for AMR based on graph linearisation in combination with a PLM (a domain-
specific model for legal text) and a feedforward layer that takes the text and graph encoding as inputs and makes predictions.

4.1 Similarity-based Baseline

Our first baseline model is a rule-based model based solely on the AMR graphs. Similar to the methodology of Bonial et al. (2020) we employ Smatch (Cai and Knight, 2013) as the similarity metric. Smatch is a measure of the degree of overlap between two AMR graphs. The model calculates the Smatch score for each context statement and answer option and then chooses the answer option with the highest Smatch score. This is based on the idea that the context and the appropriate answer option have similar semantics. To calculate the Smatch score the amrlib \footnote{https://amrlib.readthedocs.io} library is used.

4.2 Encoding Linearised AMR with a PLM

The challenge of using semantic graphs as inputs to a PLM, which was trained on text, has to be addressed. The most basic approach is to fine-tune the model using linearised AMR graphs directly (Mager et al., 2020). There are different techniques on how to linearise and simplify AMR graphs. This includes using the Penman representation (Batesman and Matthiessen Licheng, 1999; Goodman, 2020) directly, using only nodes in a breadth-first search approach and other simplification methods such as removing redundant brackets and variables (Mager et al., 2020; Konstas et al., 2017). For this model, the linearisation and simplification technique introduced by Konstas et al. (2017) was used for preprocessing the graphs. In addition, AMR roles are kept in their original form with a leading colon. Even if they resemble a word such as e.g., :location, optimally they are understood by the model as representing an edge in the graph. To facilitate this, all roles from the training dataset were accumulated and added to the tokenizer as special tokens.

We use LegalBERT (Chalkidis et al., 2020), a model pre-trained on English legal text including legislation, court cases and contracts, for this architecture. It achieve SOTA results on the LexGLUE benchmark (Chalkidis et al., 2022).

We also experiment with adapters since they allow for effective transfer learning (Ribeiro et al., 2021). For this model, the intention is that the adapter parameters can learn the linearised graph representation, while the parameters of the model that hold the distributed knowledge of pre-training are not changed. Adapter training is done using the adapter-transformers library.\footnote{https://docs.adapterhub.ml/} The default configuration for the adapter is used.

4.3 AMRBART Model

Another approach is to use a PLM that was pre-trained on AMR graphs. The idea is to overcome the problem associated with using linearised graph input on a PLM that was pre-trained on text. AMRBART (Bai et al., 2022) is based on BART (Lewis et al., 2020) and further pre-trained on linearised AMR graphs. AMR graphs are preprocessed using Spring (Bevilacqua et al., 2021) and linearised with a DFS approach, where variables are replaced by special tokens, e.g., <pointer:X>. To deal with AMR symbols, the vocabulary is expanded by adding all relations and frames.

Since BART is typically not used for MCQA tasks, the Huggingface library\footnote{https://github.com/huggingface/transformers/blob/v4.17.0/src/transformers/models/bart/modeling_bart.py} does not have a model class implementation for this task. A common way to implement the MCQA task is to process each sequence independently and then use a softmax layer to create an output distribution over all possible answers (Radford et al., 2018). In this case, a sequence is a concatenation of context and answer, separated by a delimiter token. The transformer uses a linear layer on top of the pooled output to facilitate classification. The pooled output is used as a sentence representation.

4.4 Fusion Model

Finally, we combine AMR and text input into a single architecture. We use both the original input text and the linearised predicted AMR graph, assuming it is possible to capture the semantics of the input data better. The architecture (see Figure 1) consists of a pre-trained model for each data modality, which is used to extract embeddings. The embeddings are then fused and sent into the prediction head. This type of jointly fine-tuning two pre-trained models for different data modalities was to be successful in multimodal speech emotion recognition (Siriwardhana et al., 2020).

The pre-trained models used for text encoding are LegalBERT\textsubscript{BASE} for CaseHOLD and
BERT\textsubscript{BASE} for LogiQA. The pre-trained model for AMR input is AMRBART. In regards to the fusion technique, we choose to use the simple method of concatenating the two embeddings. Siriwardhana et al. (2020) showed that a shallow fusion approach such as concatenation can give good results. All pre-trained models used have an embeddings size of 768, meaning that the fully connected layer of the prediction head has an input size of 1536. The embeddings are retrieved from AMRBART by using the EOS token. For the BERT models, the pooled output embeddings are used.

5 Experiments

We experiment with the model architectures proposed in §4: BERT, LegalBERT and BART, which use text-only input; AMRBART and the Smatch-based similarity model, which uses AMR-only input, and the Fusion model, which uses both inputs.

5.1 Data

Two MCQA datasets are chosen for the experiments: CaseHOLD, a legal reasoning task, and LogiQA, a logical reasoning task. Their statistics are in Table 1.

The CaseHOLD dataset (Zheng et al., 2021) presents a common task for lawyers, which is to identify the legal holding of a case. A holding is the court’s application of the governing legal rule in a particular case. Holdings are an important part of the common law system since they are used as precedence by courts and litigants. The task prompts a court decision statement and gives five candidate holding statements from which one of them is correct. The data was sourced from legal citations in judicial rulings of U.S. case law. It is part of LexGLUE (Chalkidis et al., 2021), a multi-task benchmark for legal understanding in English.

LogiQA (Liu et al., 2020) is an MCQA dataset targeting logical reasoning. The data is sourced from publicly available questions from the National Civil Servants Examination of China and was professionally translated from Chinese into English.

The exam is aimed at testing the participants’ critical thinking and problem-solving skills. Each instance consists of a context statement, a question and four answer options. The authors identify that around 31% of the questions require categorical reasoning, 28% sufficient conditional reasoning, 25% necessary conditional reasoning, 19% disjunctive reasoning and 21% conjunctive reasoning.

5.2 Experimental Setup

We use Spring as the text-to-AMR parser (Bevilacqua et al., 2021), which is one of the SOTA parsers on AMR 3.0 and is publicly available.\footnote{https://github.com/SapienzaNLP/spring}

For CaseHOLD, the small version of LegalBERT\footnote{https://huggingface.co/nlpaueb/legal-bert-small-uncased} is used, as it shows competitive results compared to the big models while being three times smaller than the base model. As a text-only model similar to AMRBART (see §4.3), we also run the experiment with BART\textsubscript{BASE} using text input.

For LogiQA, we experiment with BERT\textsubscript{BASE} as a text-only encoder. We also present the theoretical random baseline, which selects a random answer.

The models can be categorized by their input data. The first type describes models that use the source text as input. The second type relates to models that use the parsed AMR graphs as input and additionally, there is a model using both text and AMR input. There are various preprocessing techniques applied to the AMR graphs: linearisation and simplification (Konstas et al., 2017), Spring preprocessing (Bevilacqua et al., 2021) or using the original Penman notation (Bateman and Matthiessen Licheng, 1999).

The model implementations were done with PyTorch. The AdamW optimiser (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017) was used with a learning rate of $3 \times 10^{-5}$. The dropout rate was set to 0.1. The effective batch size for the Fusion model was 4 for CaseHOLD and 8 for LogiQA (due to memory constraints). The other models had an effective batch size of 16.

6 Results

We proceed to present the results of our experiments, measuring performance by accuracy.\footnote{The micro-F1 ($\mu$-F1) score, which is often used for CaseHOLD, is equivalent to accuracy for multi-class classification where exactly one class is correct.}
Table 2: CaseHOLD performance of different models with text and AMR input. The Fusion Model uses LegalBERT_{SMALL} to encode the text and AMRBART_{BASE} to encode the linearised AMR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Input</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Text</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LegalBERT_{SMALL}</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td>35M</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LegalBERT_{SMALL} + adapter</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td>35M</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BART_{BASE}</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td>139M</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMR (linearised and simplified)</td>
<td></td>
<td>35M</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMR (Penman)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMRBART_{BASE}</td>
<td>AMR (Spring prepr.)</td>
<td>142M</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusion Model</td>
<td>Text and AMR (Spring prepr.)</td>
<td>252M</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1 CaseHOLD

Table 2 shows the performance on CaseHOLD. The baseline model LegalBERT_{SMALL} with text input is slightly improved when using adapters for fine-tuning. The BART_{BASE} model received an accuracy of 0.74, which is similar to the other text models.

The Smatch model performs poorly with an accuracy of 0.34. This shows that the simple approach of using the highest Smatch score to predict the holding statement does not yield good results. LegalBERT_{SMALL} with linearised and simplified AMR input using adaptor training gets an accuracy of 0.53. The results are worse compared to 0.74 accuracy of the same model with text input.

AMRBART achieves 0.51 accuracy. The model was pre-trained on AMR graphs and therefore is expected to capture semantics better than models trained on text input. Still, compared to LegalBERT_{SMALL} with AMR input the performance is slightly worse. The Fusion model combines text and AMR input. The model archives an accuracy of 0.74. This is, tied with the BART_{BASE} model, the highest score out of all conducted experiments. There is no notable performance increase compared to the text models.

6.2 LogiQA

Table 3 shows the performance of various models with different input data types on the LogiQA dataset. The baseline BERT_{BASE} model achieves the highest accuracy of 0.28. AMRBART_{BASE} and the Fusion model both have the accuracy of 0.27. The results show that BERT with text input outperforms both AMRBART and the Fusion model.

7 Error Analysis

Models using only AMR input perform overall worse than models with text input. To check if they solve different instances than the text models, Table 4 shows the number of correctly predicted instances for CaseHOLD and LogiQA, including the intersection between the models. For this analysis, we choose AMRBART as the AMR model and LegalBERT/BERT as the text model for CaseHOLD and LogiQA, respectively.

For CaseHOLD, the percentage of intersecting instances is 86%. This means that most of AMRBART’s correct predictions were also correctly predicted by the text model. On the other hand, the percentage of intersecting instances for LogiQA is 29%. This means that less than a third of the correctly predicted instances by the AMR model were also correctly predicted by the text model.

To see if the AMR model can consistently solve different instances than the text model, the experiments were run three times for the LogiQA dataset. The results (see Table 5) show that BERT solves 65 instances and AMRBART solves 76 instances consistently over three runs. The theoretical number of consistently correctly predicted instances of a random model is around 10.17 elements. The number of overlapping instances between text and AMR model is 13, showing that over 80% of the consistently correctly predicted instances of AMRBART were not solved by BERT. This indicates that the AMR model has learnt different knowledge about logical relations comparing to the text-only models and hence the prediction difference.
Table 3: LogiQA performance of different models with text and AMR input. The Fusion Model uses BERT_BASE to encode the text and AMRBART_BASE to encode the linearised AMR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Input</th>
<th>Model Size</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT_BASE</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td>139M 0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMRBART_BASE</td>
<td>AMR (Spring prepr.)</td>
<td>142M 0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusion Model</td>
<td>Text and AMR (Spring prepr.)</td>
<td>252M 0.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: The numbers of correctly predicted instances of a text-only BERT-like model and AMRBART for LogiQA and CaseHOLD dataset. BERT-like. is Legal-BERT for CaseHOLD and BERT for LogiQA. The Intersection column contains the number of correctly predicted instances by both models. Since the test dataset size differs, we show the percentage of intersecting instances compared to the total size of the correctly predicted instances of the AMRBART model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>BERT-like.</th>
<th>AMRBART</th>
<th>Intersection (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CaseHOLD</td>
<td>3600</td>
<td>2598</td>
<td>1841</td>
<td>1598 (86%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LogiQA</td>
<td>651</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>50 (29%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: The number of consistently correctly predicted instances over 3 runs of LogiQA for BERT and AMRBART. Intersection shows the number of overlapping instances between BERT and AMRBART.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Random</th>
<th>BERT</th>
<th>AMRBART</th>
<th>Inters.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.17</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.1 Parser Quality

The AMR graphs are predicted with the Spring AMR parser. Since the accuracy of the parser is not perfect, the parser will introduce noise into the generated AMRs. This can have a negative impact on downstream tasks. Studies have shown that using parsed AMRs compared to gold annotations can hurt downstream task performance (Song et al., 2019). Intuitively, long sentences and inputs with multiple sentences will be especially challenging for the parser. Most of the context data of CaseHOLD and LogiQA are multiple sentences long.

One major problem we observe when looking at samples of parsed AMR graphs is that entire sentences are missing compared to the input text, which can greatly impact performance. To see how common this phenomenon is, we investigate LogiQA and calculate the average number of sentences in the context and the parsed AMRs. The number of sentences in the AMR graphs is calculated by counting :snt roles in cases where the AMR had a multi-sentences tag and otherwise it is counted as a single sentence. The average number of sentences in the original text is 3.27, while the number for parsed AMR is 1.73. Nearly 50% of the sentences are therefore missing in the generated AMR graphs, confirming the problem.

AMRs can be represented as triples consisting of a relationship of either two variables or a variable and a concept. The number of triples is used as a measure for the size of an AMR. In Figure 2, for CaseHOLD, we draw the prediction distribution w.r.t. the ratio between the number of triples of generated AMR graphs and number of words in the original text, roughly reflecting the completeness of information the parsed AMR graphs contain (in general, lower ratio indicates less information has been parsed). In addition, we plot the accuracy of three models per triples/words ratio range. The graph shows that the accuracy increases with the triples/words ratio for AMRBART, indicating that parser quality has a great impact on performance. Text-only LegalBERT has a relatively stable performance for the same instances, showing that the difficulty of the instances does not play a role. This verifies that the loss of information during the parsing process hurts downstream task performance of AMRBART. However, the Fusion model has a nearly consistent performance, which suggests that an improvement in parser quality does increase the accuracy. This indicates that the AMR information does not contribute much to the overall model.

8 Discussion

AMR annotation limitation. The error analysis has shown that the Spring parser has difficulties parsing inputs with multiple sentences. Around half of the sentences were missing from the AMR annotations of the context of the LogiQA dataset. It was also shown that missing information from

row in a set of 651 instances $= 0.25 \cdot 0.25 \cdot 0.25 \cdot 651 \approx 10.17$
parsed AMR graphs hurt downstream task performance. The absence of entire sentences from the AMR graphs is therefore one explanation for the unsatisfactory performance of the AMR models. A possible way to improve the accuracy of the AMR graphs could be to parse each sentence of the input separately and combine them manually by using the multi-sentence role. Since there are no coreferences annotated between sentences in the current version of AMR, there is no apparent drawback to this procedure. Another problem with parsing could be that the AMR parser has not seen domain-specific text during pre-training. When looking at examples of CaseHOLD, it is noticed that the court decision statement has a very specific writing style, e.g., frequent and abbreviated references to the law or other court cases, which could impact parser quality. The fact that the current AMR guidelines do not attend to professional domains limits its downstream application, in our case to the legal tasks.

**Difficulty to encode AMR graphs.** The AMR models were not able to outperform text-only models on the CaseHOLD task. As already mentioned, parser quality has most likely a big impact. Besides that, the poor performance of the Smatch model might be due to a lack of semantic similarity between the court decision statements and their holdings. For the neural models, a reason for unsatisfactory performance could be that the models were not able to encode the AMR graphs well enough. For LegalBERT, experiments indicate that even with the linearisation and simplification of the graphs, the model still struggled to understand/learn the graph structure. In this case, the AMR-specific graph elements might act as noise for the model. This issue has been the reason for using AMRBART, which was pre-trained on AMR graphs. AMRBART, however, was not able to perform better than LegalBERT. An explanation for this could be that it has never seen input with multiple AMR graphs (context and answer) in pre-training. One way to combat this is to only provide the model with one graph e.g. the answer AMR. This could be promising in the Fusion architecture, where the model still sees the entire input through the text encoding. In general, the Fusion model was performing similar to text-only models on the CaseHOLD task. Further investigation is necessary to determine what impact the AMR encoding had on task performance.

**The promise of leveraging AMR.** The error analysis has shown that AMRBART was able to consistently solve different instances than a text-only BERT model on the LogiQA dataset. This indicates that a model using the explicit semantic encoding of AMR can solve instances that a text-only model cannot. Furthermore, a model that uses both representations therefore might be able to outperform text-only models. The Fusion model, which uses both AMR and text, however, is underperforming on the LogiQA dataset. We conjecture that the fusion mechanism in form of concatenation does not allow the overall model to effectively make use of the semantic meaning of text and AMR representation. A potential way to solve this could be to use a co-attention layer (Siriwardhana et al., 2020) which would allow for embedding-level interaction between the encodings. Lastly, it is also possible that low performance is due to inherent limitations of the architecture.

9 Conclusion

We investigated whether AMR can help capture logical relations by conducting experiments on legal and logical reasoning datasets with model architectures that utilize AMR. In addition, a theoretical analysis was performed to see how logical statements are represented in AMR.

Specifically, we proposed four AMR model architectures for CaseHOLD, which requires legal reasoning. Using only AMR input performs worse than using text input. Using both AMR and text input showed similar performance to the text-only models. AMR models have therefore not been able
to outperform baselines.

We further analysed the performance for LogiQA, which requires logical reasoning. Again, AMR models did not outperform text-only baselines. Since only some types of logical statements are represented consistently in AMR and certain concepts and roles are not only used to represent logical relationships but are also used to annotate other semantics, we can expect this kind of mixed results. AMR might be useful to capture logical relations in some statements but not for others.

Our Fusion model takes the text encoding and graph encoding as inputs and makes predictions. Ideally, the model would leverage AMR to better capture the semantics than a text-only system. This can be a separate model or simply a task-specific head of a transformer model. Future work will further investigate how AMR can help understand the logic in law. The challenge of creating accurate document-level AMRs remains and alternative graph encoding components (Xu et al., 2018; Song et al., 2019) may be more appropriate. By addressing this, the utility of AMR on downstream tasks in the legal domain, which oftentimes requires the understanding of long documents, could be manifold. Besides automated reasoning, NLP can help humans understand logical relationships by e.g., creating simplified versions of legal text. This could in turn be used to enable semi-automatic legal process discovery (López, 2021).

10 Limitations

In §4, we make simplifying assumptions to make the modeling feasible. An idealistic model architecture would feature a state-of-the-art AMR parser incorporating document-level AMR graphs (O’Gorman et al., 2018) and overcoming the standard sentence-level representation of AMR. To accurately create document-level AMRs, it is necessary to resolve coreferences between sentences (Fu et al., 2021), which current parsers neglect.

Furthermore, the model should have access to the entire legal corpus necessary for solving the given task. This can contain legislation, court decision statement and legal contracts. The model should resolve references to, e.g., specific paragraphs of the law, which are very common in legal text. This would require multiple aspects such as retrieving the relevant documents and extracting the important information, or using generation-augmented retrieval (Mao et al., 2021).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Climate performance model card</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Is the resulting model publicly available?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. How much time does the training of the final model take?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. How much time did all experiments take (incl. hyperparameter search)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. What was the energy consumption (GPU/CPU)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. At which geo location were the computations performed?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Climate performance model card of the models used in the experiments.

11 Broader Impact

In Table 6 we report the climate performance of this work using the climate performance model card introduced by Hershcovich et al. (2022). Note that we cannot foresee clear positive environmental impact from our work, besides the research insights that will enable more efficient modeling in the future.

In terms of societal impact, improved legal reasoning can assist humans in case handling or compliance verification, contributing to welfare and administrative efficiency. However, our contributions are limited in that respect.
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A Logic in AMR

The theoretical analysis covered examples of each logical operator from Table 7. Specifically, we went through examples of logical statements from LogiQA (Liu et al., 2020) and ReClor (Yu et al., 2020) that use the expressions from the list and see how they are represented in AMR. We choose examples form LogiQA and ReClor since they are logical reasoning tasks. The examples are in some cases slightly modified by e.g. removing subclauses to reduce some complexity from the AMR graphs. The AMRs have been created with the help of the Spring parser and validated by using resources such as the AMR guidelines\textsuperscript{15} and the AMR Annotation Dictionary.\textsuperscript{16} Especially the AMR annotation Dictionary has been used to check crucial parts of the graphs as it covers most of the expressions from the list. Additionally, we used the gold annotation from the AMR Annotation Release 3.0 (Knight et al., 2021) to get reference annotations of similar sentences.

Quantifiers

Quantifiers are used in categorical reasoning. The goal of categorical reasoning is to see if a concept is part of a category. The following sentence is a so-called categorical proposition, meaning that it relates classes/categories to each other. In this case, it is stated that the class of people who love sweets is a subset of the class of people who love peppers. We will be looking into how the quantifier everyone is represented in AMR.

\textit{Everyone who loves sweets loves peppers.}

\textsuperscript{15}https://github.com/amrisi/amr-guidelines
\textsuperscript{16}https://amr.isi.edu/doc/amr-dict.html

Table 7: List of logical operators and some of their respective English expressions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logical Operator</th>
<th>English Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>quantifier</td>
<td>all, any, nobody, some</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negation</td>
<td>not, it is not the case that</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conjunction</td>
<td>and, also, moreover, but</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disjunction</td>
<td>or, unless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>implication</td>
<td>if ... then, only if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>equivalence</td>
<td>if and only if</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


In general, AMR handles pronouns as concepts, similar to how nouns are represented. This holds for indefinite pronouns such as everyone, everybody, nobody, etc. In this case everyone is ARG0 of love-01, which annotates the role of the lover. The relative clause “who loves sweets” will be represented using the inverse role ARG0-of, putting the focus on everyone. Following two examples show the use of the quantifiers all and some.

All actors are exuberant.

(e / exuberant
  :domain (p / person
    :ARG0-of (a / act-01
      :mod (a1 / all)))
  :quant (s / some))

Some inventors are American.

(p / person
  :ARG0-of (i / invent-01
    :mod (c / country
      :wiki "United_States"
      :name (n / name
        :op1 "America")
    )
    :quant (s / some))

The quantifiers all and some are being represented with non-core roles :mod and :quant, respectively. The non-core roles are connected to the concept they are quantifying, in this case, people. When some is quantifying a noun it is seen as a non-exact quantity that uses the role :quant. When all is used as a quantifier it is represented using :mod. In general non-core roles are only used when core roles are not sufficient. To summarise, if a quantifier is a pronoun it will be represented in the same way as a regular noun. In case a quantifier is a determiner modifying a noun it will be represented with non-core roles such as :quant and :mod.

Conditional statements

There are sufficient conditional statements that come in the form of “if p then q” or “q in case of p”. In these statements, p is the antecedent and q is the consequence. Another type of conditional statement takes the following pattern “p only if q”. In this case, q is a necessary condition for p. The following example shows such an instance.

Mark would go visit Tony only if they had an appointment.

(v / visit-01
  :ARG0 (p / person
    :name (n / name
      :op1 "Mark")
    :ARG1 (pl / person
      :name (nl / name
        :op1 "Tony")
    )
    :condition (h / have-03
      :ARG0 (t / they)
    )
    :ARG1 (a / appointment-02
      :ARG0 p
    )
  :mod (o / only))

Compared to the first example from 7, the only difference in how AMR represents this conditional statement is the :mod(o / only) role under :condition. To summarise, conditional statements make use of the :condition role, which in the case of “only if” is further specified with the :mod role. Furthermore, the examples showed that negations are annotated with the :polarity role.

It should be noted that for :condition there is a reification in the form of have-condition-91. Reification is the transformation of non-core roles into first-class concepts. This can be done to put more focus on certain AMR fragments, but according to the AMR guidelines there are no specific instructions on when to use it.

Disjunctive statements

Disjunctive statements can be identified by the use of terms such as or and unless. They describe a sentence where two or more statements are in a disjunctive relationship. Following is an example of a disjunctive statement.

Mark either went to the gym or visited Tony.

(o / or
  :op1 (g / go-02
    :ARG0 (p / person
      :name (n / name
        :op1 "Mark")
    )
    :ARG4 (g1 / gym))
  :op2 (v / visit-01
    :ARG0 p
    :ARG1 (pl / person
      :name (nl / name
"https://github.com/amrisi/amr-guidelines/blob/master/amr.md"
In AMR disjunctions are represented with the or concept, which uses the :op1, op2, ... roles for each element. It can be noted that the either in this sentence is not explicitly annotated. The next example shows a statement with unless.

The crisis will not be overcome unless students spend more time studying.

(o / overcome-01
 :polarity -
 :ARG1 (c / crisis)
 :condition (s / spend-02
 :polarity -
 :ARG0 (p / person
 :ARG0-of (s1 / study-01))
 :ARG1 (t / time
 :quant (m / more))
 :ARG2 (s2 / study-01
 :ARG0 p)))

AMR annotates unless as a negative condition, by using :condition and :polarity -. This means that unless is interpreted as “if not” instead of “either ... or”. When translating text to logical functions, “A unless B” can both be understood as \( A \lor B \) and \( \neg B \rightarrow A \) (Hurley, 2014). This means that AMR captures the conditional meaning of “unless”, instead of the disjunctive meaning. To summarise, disjunctive statements of the form “p or q” use the or concept and statements with “unless” are interpreted as a conditional statement.

Equivalence Equivalence comes in the form of statements such as “p if and only if q”. In this case, the statement is true if p and q have the same truth value.

A society should adopt democracy if and only if the people prefer a democracy.

(r / recommend-01
 :ARG1 (a / adopt-01
 :ARG0 (s / society)
 :ARG1 (d / democracy))
 :condition (p / prefer-01
 :ARG0 (p1 / person)
 :ARG1 d
 :mod (o / only)))

The AMR dictionary and guidelines do not give instructions on how to annotate a statement such as “p if and only if q”. Furthermore, no similar example could be found in the AMR annotation release 3.0 (Knight et al., 2021) gold annotations which could be used to verify this annotation. It is therefore unclear how this statement should be annotated. The above annotation shows the result of the Spring AMR parser, which represents this statement in the same way as a necessary conditional statement of the form “q only if p”.
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